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* FOREWORD

The critical role of human decision making has long been recognized as a
significant factor in the development of command and control (C2) systems.
Current projections of the air-land battle with greatly increased density of
highly mobile and lethal threats require C2 systems with increased and enhanced

* capabilities. In order to achieve these capabilities, the emerging technolo-
gies in computer science and in the higher order human cognitive processes are
being explored to provide enhanced processing of enriched information from the
battle environment. The allocation of system functions to computer and human
according to the unique capabilities of each offers a system approach to sat-
isfy operational requirements.

The present research focuses on development and evaluation of an experi-
mental paradigm to assess the relative contribution of interactive computer
and human functions in satisfying operational requirements under conditions of
alternative workload and allocation schemes. The long-term goal of this effort
is to develop design guidelines and aids for the development of integrated
human-computer interfaces.

4EDGAM JONON
Technical Director
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HUMAN AND COMPUTER TASK ALLOCATION IN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

The advent of increasingly sophisticated and expensive human-machine sys-
*tems has called into question basic assumptions about the proper respective
* roles of computers and humans. In particular, the reallocation of cognitive

tasks from human to computer has sometimes resulted in user rejection of re-
sulting systems or in systems which may not take full advantage of human con-

* tributions to the overall task. The preliminary research described here inves-
* tigated some of the issues related to task allocation between human and computer
* in such systems. In addition, an experiment was performed to test and refine
* resulting hypotheses about the design of human-computer systems.

Procedure:

Within a general Army air defense context a small experimental study ex-
* amined variables which determine the relative superiority of humans or computers,

the impact of information load on the optimality of human decision rules, flexi-
ble versus fixed task allocation schemes, and issues related to the optimal locus
of control of the allocation process itself. A simplified simulation of a gen-
eralized air defense system was developed on a small computer and naive experi-
mental subjects operated the system, making decisions regarding the identity of
approaching aircraft as friendly or hostile, based on a number of identification
cues. Five partially diagnostic cues were available, four of which were directly
utilized by the computer aid, and one of which had to be inferred and learned by

* the operator. Four conditions were compared: (1) a manual condition in which
subjects made all identification decisions, (2) a screening condition in which
the computer directed the operator's attention selectively to those aircraft
where cue conflict was greatest, (3) an override condition in which the computer

* made its decisions and the operator could reverse them at will, and (4) an auto-
mated condition in which the computer made all decisions.

Findings:

Under low loads, all conditions in which human participation was permitted
yielded performance superior to that of the automated system alone. At high
loads, however, the full improvement due to human participation could be main-
tained only if the computer controlled the task allocation process itself, di-
recting human attention to identification problems where cues available to the

* computer were particularly undiagnostic.
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Utilization of Findings:

Preliminary experimental results support the hypothesis that performance
of human-computer systems can depend significantly upon the allocation of tasks
between the human and computer components. In addition, there is evidence that
systems which incorporate a collaborative mode of interaction under the control

* of the computer are superior to designs which have been used to date. These
preliminary findings are suggestive of basic principles of fundamental impor-
tance to the design of air defense and other systems capable of delivering the
maximum performance for the lowest cost.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 2t& roblem

Computer systems that offer direct support for high-level cognitive tasks--such.
as classification, diagnosis, prediction, and choice--have cal~led into question
basic assumptions about the respective roles of computers and humans. Opinions
clash as to whether such systems are best regarded as *tools," Oadvisors,'
"surrogates," "replacements,* "supervisors,* or *subordinates.' Nevertheless,
with the expanding operational role of computers, increasing attention is fo-
cused on the manner in which computer- implemented processing of information can
be expected to support, complement, or stand in for human cognitive capabili-
ties.

In general, there is little doubt that certain tasks related to cognition should
be allocated to the machine: for example, storage and recall of information in
large data bases and automatic control in well-defined and repetitive situa-
tions. As machines have become capable of increasingly intelligent activity,
however, the appropriate allocation has tended to become less clear. This trend
has been felt keenly in a variety of contexts where systems have been introduced
to support high-level cognitive tasks: e.g., in command and control, medical
diagnosis, and business management. Intended users have frequently been reluc-
tant to consult computer-based Systems; in some cases there has been severe
organizational and institutional resistance; and reallocation of cognitive tasks
from the human to the machine has some times resul ted in sharply decreased system

* performance (e.g., Killer, 1980; Beard, 1977; Swanson, 1974). Perhaps the chief
cause of these problems is the mismatch between a user' s cognitive abilities,
habits, and preferences and the requirements imposed on him by the computer as
it assumes a larger and larger role in tasks previously reserved for the human.

In these instances, the presuppositions and methods traditionally governing task
* allocation between humans and machines have fallen short. Human factors guide-

lines for the person-computer interface (such as Ramsey and Atwood, 1979; Engel
* and Granda, 1975) have contributed to an understanding of the design of dis-

plays, input devices, and many aspects of user-computer dialogue, but have
barely touched on methods for optimally and acceptably interweaving human and
machine thought (of., Cohen, 1983). One result has been that interactive pro-

* perties of cognitive aids have, of necessity, evolved by trial and error.
Another, very recent, result has been the appearance of sophisticated systems
which entrust their duties almost wholly to the computer and leave little or no
opportunity for human contributions.

* What is required, both to encourage user acceptance and to enhance overall
system performance is (1) a repertoire of techniques for blending the knowledge
and skills of the user and the computer, and (2) guidelines describing the

* appropriate circumstances under which each technique should be used. The re-
search reported here is a step toward filling these needs. We propose, and
test, two principal theses:

" that the allocation of cognitive tasks or task elements between
machine and human must take into account human patterns of analysis
and thought; and

" that the best allocation of cognitive tasks will often be a dynamic
and flexible one, which adapts to such factors as task complexity,
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processing load, the training or ability of the human relative to the
computer, and the problem-solving strategies faiored by the human
user.

1.2 Cnt IjUL=a in e &AiLm QL Cgnitive Tasks

Traditionally, task allocation in human-machine systems has been according to
the purported strengths of each (e.g., Fitta, 1951). Such methods have for the
most part aimed at a fixed allocation of broadly defined activities (such as
numerical computation or long-tem data storage), and are based on static gen-
eralizations regarding the relative superiority of persons and computers. It is
becoming increasingly clear that such methods fail to acknowledge or adequately
handle a variety of problems that arise uniquely in computer-assisted cognitive
processing. For example:

* In tactical C2 contexts computers may support decision makers in a
rapid succession of tasks that are quite diverse in their demands on
knowledge, time, and attention.

0 No two occurrences of the Osame" task or task element will be exactly
alike in their demands on knowledge, time, and attention.

* Decision makers themselves differ significantly in preferred problem-
solving style, in knowledge, and in their ability to handle varying
degrees and kinds of mental workload.

0 Task assignments may be meaningless or inappropriate in terms of user
preferences and problem-solving styles.

0 Novel approaches or problem solutions that are made possible by human-

computer combination may be overlooked.

" The human may be left unprepared in event of computer breakdown.

These and other issues have been discussed by Rouse (1977), Ramsey and Atwood
. (1979), Singleton (1974), and Cohen et al. (1982).

There is, in general, a complementarity of expertise between aids and their

users. Attempts to draw fixed boundaries, however, are likely to fail as the
technology for computer representation and manipulation of knowledge advances.

. Buchanan (1981) and McCarthy (1977), for example, list a variety of concepts for
which current artificial intelligence methods are at least in part inadequate,
including causal reasoning, propositional attitudes, conflicting plans or repre-
sentations, analogical reasoning, and reasoning about dynamic three-dimensional
relationships.

. Nevertheless, a critical characteristic of virtually all higher-level systems or
models (including decision-analytic aids and knowledge-based expert systems) is
that they incorporate the assumptions and modes of reasoning of human special-
ists. As a result, in complex problem domains, there is never a guarantee that
all potent.ally relevant factors or principles of reasoning will have been
incorporated into a computerized aid. Thus, computer systems which altogether
eliminate user input during the solution process risk the loss of a valuable

cognitive resource. For the same reasons, however, the precise opportunities
for collaborative problem solving cannot always be foreseen. Systems which

1-2
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confine the human's contribution to a prespecified subtask, without regard to
shifting advantages of user and machine, may well fail, on any given occasion,
to exploit the human's full potential contribution.

Traditional methods of task allocation are neither fine-grained nor flexible
enough for many important applications (as noted, for example, by Singleton,
1974; Rouse, 1977; Cohen et al., 1982). The development of an alternative
approach, however, is itself not without difficulties. It will be helpful to
survey briefly some of the methodological challenges that must be overcome
before a fully adequate technology for cognitive task allocation can be
achieved:

Task identification. Methods for representing cognitive tasks in terms of
psychologically meaningful subtasks or elements must be developed. A variety of
current approaches are employed in the segmentation and classification of cogni-
tive performance, ranging from those based on observation of problem-solving
behavior, to analysis of verbal protocols obtained during think-aloud problem
solving, to direct descriptions by problem solvers of rules, procedures, or
principles. These vary in the degree to which they rely on the self-knowledge
of the problem solver versus the preconceptions or theoretical assumptions of
the cognitive scientist. It is as yet unclear which methods or combinations of
methods yield the most valid representations of cognitive tasks for different

*- problem types or kinds of skill.

Task I. The most effective design, however, may not result from a
simple allocation of Rr iatig cognitive tasks. As noted by Ramsey and
Atwood (1979), the combination of human and machine may allow problems to be
approached in a way not possible at all for the human (or machine) alone.
Simply analyzing how people perform a complex job and designing a human-machine
system by allocating certain of the identified task elements to the machine may
well end up in the perpetuation of an existing inferior approach.

Perfomance m.Jion. How can we tell whether the man alone, the computer
alone, or some combination of the two is more successful in a given cognitive
task? Although speed is often a relevant evaluative criterion, there sometimes
is no ready at hand method for assessing the gU y. of the cognitive perform-
ance. Higher-level tasks often involve significant judgmental components. Dif-
ferent experts may disagree in their methods, in their conclusions, or in both.
Where possible, of course, some measure of ground truth or ultimate outcomes
(e.g., number of hostile aircraft destroyed) should be used. Such measures,
however, must take into account the "difficulty" of the scenario in which per-

N formance is assessed (Hawley, Howard, and Martellaro, 1982). Moreover, in
decision making under uncertainty, a good outcome is not a guarantee that the -
best decision was made, and a bad outcome does not entail that a bad decision
was made. Normative models can be employed as standards for comparison, but
care must be taken that the assumptions of the model are in fact satisfied in
the judgment of competent problem solvers in the domain, and that there are not
other experts or models which lead to divergent conclusions.

Tank Arj . Users have their own preferences and styles of problem solving
that may not correspond to otherwise optimal patterns of allocating cognitive
tasks. Assignment of tasks purely in terms of the relative competence of the
computer and the man could lead to disaster, if it disrupts the person's percep-
tion of the continuity and meaningfulness of his own performance.

1-3



_ ai ~ ~factors. Similarly, an otherwise optimal allocation pattern will
Incur serious resistance if it violates the human's concept of his own role or
responsibilities. Military officers are often reluctant to relinquish higher-
level decisions involving the safety of the platform or the ultimate success of
the mission.

Coordinatin o. The effort to share cognitive prooessing between human
and machine (or indeed between two humans or two machines) exacts a toll in the
need to transfer information efficiently and accurately between the partici-
pants. In the case of human-ocputer interaction, this implies that outputs
provided by the computer and inputs demanded of the user be natural and meaning-
ful to the human. In the context of cognitive collaboration, this requirement
goes beyond a simple human factors analysis of display and input devices or
formats. It requires that human and computer methods for attacking a problem be
commensurable, to a degree determined by the nature and extent of the collabora-
tion. Computer and human problem-solving methods need not be the same. But it
is necessary that the human understand, to sme degree, how conclusions arrived
at by the computer were achieved, in order to make most effective use of them.
He must have a mental model of the computer's method of problem solving and of
his own role in the overall task.

lnftiv d Ig levelIag . A principal objective of dynamic task allocation is to
equalize levels of effort, relative to capacity, of diverse personnel and oompu-
tational devices. Unlike the measurement of physical work, however, the deter-
mination of cognitive effort is, in many contexts, highly conjectural and ill-
defined. A variety of methods exist: analytic (e.g., based on information
theory), direct subjective judgment, or the measurement of concurrent perform-
ance in a secondary task. None of these approaches is fully successful in
dealing with all the factors that must be considered: including the likely role
of multiple specialized cognitive capacities or subsystems instead of, or in
addition to, a single central resource; decrements in capacity over time; and
improvements in capacity with practice or with minor changes in the task.

1.3 gaeerc Onentnn

Against this background, the present study isolates several more specific ques-
tions for experimental investigation:

(1) hat variables determine the relative auperiority of users a-d oomuters?
In particular, we investigate the role of (a) workload and (b) the completeness
with which a computerized algorithm covers relevant evidence. Within the space
defined by these two variables, a region may exist in which the-human outper-
forms the computer--e.g., under conditions of moderate workload, where there are
relevant cues not utilized by the computer but recognizable by the human.

* (2) What is the imoaot of workload on use by humans Of subODtimal decision
. ales? Performance my suffer under low workload, since the human's ability to

- participate where required may be compromised by decreased vigilance. At the
other extreme, also, as the number or complexity of decisions requiring human
input increases, human performance is :likely to degrade. In particular, there
is evidence that humans shift from reliance on more nearly optimal decision
rules to use of suboptimal simplifying strategies or heuristics. For example,
as workload increases, decisions may be made by oomparing options to out-off
points on one or a small number of relevant dimensions, rather than evaluating
each option with respect to all available cues (Payne, 1978). Under these

1-4
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conditions, the relative advantage of humans over computers, even when the

computer's model is incomplete, may be lost.

(3) How do flexible allocation schemes compare with fixed ones? Fixed schemes

involve decision making either by the human only or by the computer only, while
flexible schemes may enlist computer and/or human contributions in any decision,

depending on situational variables such as workload and the relative expertise
of the user and computer. For example, in a relatively low-workload situation,
an attack planning or targeting C2 system might allocate data collection and
display functions to the computer and leave inferences and predictions regarding
critical events (e.g., identity and intentions of hostile and friendly con-
tacts), target selection, and decisions to engage or not to engage to the human
operator. Under a high-workload multi-threat situation, however, the system
* exeoutives might reallocate more of the integrative (Phelps, Halpin, and John-
son, 1981) tasks to the computer. As stress and load increased, for example,
the computer might begin to display recommended attack plans, target priorities,
and weapon-target assignments. Under still higher stress and load, the computer
might assume control of the actual firing of weapons or configuration of combat
equipment.

(4) To what decree should the human or the computer control task allocation?

An important variable in the design of flexible systems is the assignment of the
* Uexecutive.0 Executive tasks represent in essence a special category of tasks

* which then determine the allocation of remaining tasks to human and machine.

Thus, some of the same considerations enter into the assignment of these tasks
as in the assignment of the original, lower-order tasks. Can humans make effec-

tive use of the situational variables that determine optimal allocation? In
particular, can they adequately assess the strength of the conclusion drawn by
the computer in a given decision, the completeness of the computer algorithm,

and the availability of cues to the user which are not incorporated in the
computer? Asking humans to perform the allocation task themselves, without

*. computer assistance, may defeat the objective of using the computer to reduce
human workload. Computer assistance in the allocation function, if consistent
with user conceptions of how tasks ought to be assigned, might result in a more
cost-effective utilization of human cognitive effort. The question, then, is:

can computer aids be designed which are sensitive to their own shortcomings and
which alert users regarding decisions where user judgment might prove of value?

1.4 I A=r Defense Sain&

The Air Defense environment has been selected as a specific testbed in which

these questions can be addressed. This environment is characterized by:

0 high stakes, with expectations of heavy losses in short periods of
time;

* potentially heavy peak loads, where the skies can be saturated with
enemy aircraft;

e • sophisticated, high-performahce threat weapon systems, resulting in
minimum reaction time;

" highly critical vital assets requiring friendly air defense protec-

tion.
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The specific problem selected as the focus of the present research Is identifi-
cation of aircraft as friend or foe. Air defense systems exist in the field
that run the gamut from virtually all identification (ID) decisions left in the
hands of the user (e.g., IHAMK) to virtually all ID decisions made by the
computer (e.g., PATRIOT). Current plans call for modifying the IHAMK system to
improve its capabilities in the direction of PATRIOT, and there is a broad
spectrum of intermediate capability options that must be considered.

During centralized operations, higher headquarters and adjacent units provide
the dominant ID cues. At the fire unit level, targets are designated for
engagement from battalion command centers, and the fire unit focuses on engage-
ment rather than ID decisions. However, in wartime it is fully expected that a
majority of combat engagements will be made under decentralized authority due to
the inability to higher echelons to detect aircraft attacking at low altitudes.
Additionally, it in expected that communications will be interrupted frequently,
thus requiring fire units to operate autonomously.

In the IHAWK system, particularly during autonomous operations, the Tactical
Control Officer (TCO) and Tactical Control Assistant (TCA) are responsible for
identification decisions. Sources of information are varied:

0 Identification Friend or Foe (1FF) equipment at the Platoon Command
Post (PCP) (manually initiated by the TCA). This is done using a
manual interrogation switch which is coded to receive specific re-
sponses from transponders in friendly aircraft. These codes are
changed frequently to avoid exploitation by the enemy;

e correlation with flight plans and safe passage corridors--for example,
the commander might establish a schedule which prohibits any firing at
aircraft on certain headings during specified time periods;

0 aircraft actions (dropping chaff, use of other Electronic Counter
Measures, or ECM, attacking friendly troops);

e information passed from higher or adjacent units (if available);

pop-up criteria, which are designated parameters such as speed, alti-

tude, and bearing that must be observed by friendly aircraft.

Often these identification cues are missing or can be conflioting, and the
friend or foe decision is a difficult one. Following prescribed rules of en-
gagement, the TCO/TCA typically will use electronic means to make a hostile
identification based upon the above criteria. For example, if an aircraft is
not responding to the prescribed IFF, is outside of a safe passage corridor, and
is closing at a speed in excess of a prescribed rate, it might be declared
hostile. However, if it is not responding to IFF, is Un the safe passage
corridor, and exceeds the speed criterion, the identification is less olearcut.
Subjective judgment, based on experience, will be used to combine the ID cues
and reach a decision.

Similarly, in the PATRIOT system, input data come from the sources above, except
the AN/TPX-46(V)7 1FF interrogator is used. Currently, cue conflict resolution
depends upon the level of automation selected, the relative importance and
reliability of the various data sources, and the decision-making style of the
officer running the engagement. At the highest capability level, the automated
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system combines cues using a pre-determined weighting algorithm and makes the ID
determination. For example, IFF response, speed, altitude, and passage over

restricted areas can be assigned weights that reflect their relative importance.
Each aircraft is wscored w on each factor by the automated system, and based upon
the mathematical combination of scores and weights, the aircraft is designated
as friendly, hostile, or unknown. The TCO can change weights in the algorithm

or can override automated decisions, but is not likely to do so in most cases.
In this mode of operation, challenges using the IFF are initiated without TCO/
TCA intervention.

The next scheduled improvement to the IHAWK system is planned to bring the

capability level for ID closer to that of PATRIOT. More will be done by the

automated portion of the system as far as challenging, analyzing data, and

determining friend or foe identification. Yet, experience with the fully auto-
mated PATRIOT system, as suggested in recent conversations with personnel, has
shown that this may not be the optimal configuration for the system. Some
problems include excessive challenging to aircraft causing transponder damage,
boredom of operators when in the fully automated mode, and lack of confidence in
the fully automated system. Some have hypothesized that under combat condi-
tions, TCO/TCAs will not even use electronic IFF challenges due to increased

vulnerability to enemy exploitation of the signal. For these and other reasons,

it may be the case that an intermediate level of automation will produce better

results.
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IV

2.0 APPROACH

Within the context of Army air defense systems, an approach has been developed
for the exploration or design principles. Our goal in Phase I has been to

* design a method of inquiry capable of shedding light on the proper allocation of
* tasks between human and machine in this very general class of systems, and to

test in a preliminary way the usefulness or the research method. A particular
emphasis is to uncover innovative methods for overcoming the related tendencies
of users or operators to reject or fail to make proper use or a computer aid and
of system designers to reject or fail to make proper use of a human operator.

* Thus our approach emphasizes the analysis of how the allocation of tasks mighit
be made flexible, or, what is often the same thing, how the human and machine
components of the system can effectively colbrt with one another.
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3.0 A PROTOTYPE RESEARCH SYSTEM AND PILOT EXPERIMENT

To provide a basis for conducting a program of research, a prototype research
system or testbed was developed and a pilot experiment conducted. The research
system is designed to permit a wide range of studies to be done with moving
visual stimuli presented in real time on a video screen, text displayed on
either or both of two simultaneously driven video screens, and data input by
keyboard, mouse, or other input device. The system has been developed along
modular and very general lines to accommodate most tests of interest in an
information-prooessing and decision-making situation where time pressure and
information load are significant.

The pilot experiment was intended both to test the software and general approach
and to generate some guidance for design principles and the design of experi-
ments in Phase II.

* Although the system has been designed to accommodate a wide range of studies,
-' the method for a pilot experiment will be described in the following peagraphs
.. prior to discussion of the research system in order to better motivate the
"* discussion of system design.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Objectives. The objects of the pilot experiment were to (1) demonstrate
the feasibility and usefulness of the research system and approach, (2) deter-
mine whether the system as constructed was capable of displaying air defense
data sufficiently rapidly and smoothly to permit testing of Ss' performance in
high-load conditions, and (3) tentatively explore the effectiveness of different
partitions of the overall air defense task between human and machine. For the
third, task allocation, objective, sub-objectives were to obtain tentative
answers to the following questions:

* Can Ss make use of cues relevant to discrimination of friendly from
hostile that must be l ned and are not part of the computer-based
system?

* Do different task allocations lead to different performance by the
system in discriminating friendly from hostile aircraft? In particu-
lar, what are the relative merits of different fixed (human-only or
oomputer-onaly) and flexible allocation schemes? What is the effect of
different degrees of computer or human control over flexible alloca-
tion?

* Do such differences in system performance depend upon the information
load? E.g., do some task allocation schemes improve discrimination at
high loads but not at low loads?

3.1.2 Subects. Subjects were recruited from schools and universities in the
Northern Vlrginia area.

3.1.3 DgAjn,. The task for the combined subject-computer system was to observe
approaching aircraft and various data regarding the aircraft and to make deci-
sions whether to shoot or not shoot each aircraft. Two computer-driven displays
were used to simulate an air defense console and to present information to the
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Aircraft symbols appeared at the top of one display (the "radar" display) moving
at constant and identical speed toward the bottom center of the display, where
the 3 and the air defense system were "located. Traversal of the screen from
the top of the display to an 'in-range" line, where missiles were fired, re-
quired approximately one minute. Four cues were available to kg= the computer
and S. One of these was available from the graphics ("radar") screen, the other
three from the companion text screen. In addition, a fifth cue--referred to as
the "extra cue-was available 9zlX to S; it was available from the graphics
screen, but was not utilized in the computer's ID algorithm. Information pro-
vided in the instructions (regarding the overall location of friendly and hos-
tile air bases) was intended to alert Sa to the potential significance of this
cue.

The experiment used a within Ss design with two primary independent variables or
treatments. The first is the task allocation, consisting of three conditions:

* A &Mal condition, in which all aircraft are initially shown as
having munknown3 ID on the display screen and in which Ss must make
all ID decisions. This is a fixed, human-only allocation scheme.

" An o condition, in which the computer applies an algorithm
utilizing four cues to determine target ID and labels all targets as
either hostile or friendly, but in which Ss may override the computer
in those cses which they believe are wrong. This is a flexible
scheme in which the human has ultimate control over task assignments.

* A Arjq condition, in which the computer processes the four cues
available to it for each aircraft, but produces an ID decision only
when 3 out of 4 of these cues agree. The computer requests S assist-
ance (by means of an wunknownm (0?u) symbol) for cases of extreme cue
conflict. This is a flexible allocation scheme in which the computer
assists the human in determining appropriate task assignment.

A fourth condition, useful for comparison purposes, is the fixed, computer-alone
scheme. In this condition, system performance measures can be calculated analy-
tically, without resort to experimental data.

The second independent variable is information load. This was used at two
levels. Low load resulted in six aircraft simultaneously on the screen (a new
aircraft appearing every 11 seconds), whereas high load resulted in fifteen
simultaneous aircraft (a new aircraft appearing every 4 seconds). These air-
craft counts refer to aircraft positioned above the *in-range" line, i.e., those
far enough away from the S thatdecisions (shoot or don't shoot) can still be
made. A few aircraft are usually on the screen beyond this point.

A full description of the displays, the discrimination cues provided, the Ss'
task, feedback methods, and other aspects of the conduct of the experiment is
provided in Appendix A via copies of the instructions to Ss. This detail is
necessary for a complete understanding of the experimental procedure, but is not
repeated here.

In all oases the 'sa mode of response was to type the number associated (on the
display screen) with of an aircraft. The result of this action varied among the
different task allocation oonditions. In the manual condition, all aircraft
were shown as unknowns; typing its target number caused an aircraft to be
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designated hostile and to be destroyed. In the override condition, all aircraft
were identified by the computer as either friendly or hostile; typing a target's
number caused this designation to reverse. As before, hostile aircraft were
destroyed. In the screening condition, aircraft associated by the computer with
• unknown" symbols were treated as in the manual condition: i.e., targets whose
numbers were typed were designated hostile and destroyed. Other aircraft,
identified by the computer as either friendly or hostile, were treated as in the
override condition: i.e., typing its number reversed the designation. Whenever
an aircraft number was entered, the aircraft symbol shown on the radar screen
was modified by enclosing it in a hexagon.

Feedback was provided to the Sa in three simultaneous ways:

* by the use of a flashing aircraft symbol in the lower part of the
radar screen to indicate an error (friend destroyed, or hostile not

destroyed);

* by the use of a *right* or wrongu message displayed next to the

appropriate aircraft data line on the text screen;

0 by a running score displayed on the text screen in the form of *number
of correct decisions out of number attempted.0

Ss were paid six cents per aircraft correctly classified, leading to average
earnings of approximately $9.00 per hour.

A counter-balanced approach was taken to the two independent variables in the
within Sa design. All Ss participated in three two-hour sessions, with each
session devoted to one of the task allocation conditions. In each session, each
S participated first in a training session followed by a high-load condition and
low-load condition in either order. Twenty-four Ss participated. S3 were
recruited from the local area using bulletin board notices and other means.

A summary of the allocation of Ss to treatments is shown below:

Placement of subjects in treatment cells

Order of Task Allocation Conditions

M-S-O M-O-S S-M-O S--OM O-M-S O-S-H

Order of H-L 1, 13 3, 15 5, 17 7, 19 9, 21 11, 23
Load

Condition L-H 2, 14 4, 16 6, 18 8, 20 10, 22 12, 24

Note: Entries are subject identification numbers.
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In the table, 1--0 refers to a task allocation treatment order of manual
followed by screening followed by override. L-H refers to presentation of the
load conditions in low load first, followed by high load.

For each S, and each of the six combinations of task allocation condition and
load condition, 200 responses (aircraft classifications) were obtained and used
as data. The first and last 25 responses out of each 250-response cell were
discarded due to transient effects related to starting and terminating each
data-collection segment. Thus a total of 28,800 responses were obtained.

3.1.4 M d tue dtagnosttilty. Emphasis was placed on presenting S8

with a discrimination problem that was as representative of the air defense
environment as possible. Therefore, although primary interest resided in the
handling of disoriminations for which substantial conflict of ID cues was pre-
sent, a simulation was developed which provided an abstract but comprehensive
situation from which Ss could learn about cue diagnosticities. No direct infor-
mation was provided to Ss regarding the relative usefulness of cues; instead,
they were provided with training prior to the experimental trials intended to
enable them to extract the required information for themselves. This training
consisted of a complete practice block of 250 trials at the start of each
session, with a load intermediate between the low- and high-load conditions.

The computer software utilized a simulation module which generated a sequence of
aircraft and ID cues according to the probability diagram shown below:

Diaaml of simulation proces

favors favors favors favors favors
correct correct correct correct correct
aircraft aircraft aircraft aircraft aircraft

friendly type type type type type

0.5 0.76 .6 .6 .6 .6

Select 05 Select 76 Select 6 Select *6Select *6select
an Extra Cue Cue Cue Cue

Aircraft Cue #1 #2 #3 #4

0.5 0.24 .. .4 .4 .4

hostile favors favors favors favors favors
vront vrong Vrong wrong vrong
aircraft aircraft aircraft aircraft aircraft
type type type typ typ

4

The simulation generates friendly and hostile aircraft with equal probability.
Following the selection of the true airoraft type, each of the four cues uti-
lized by the computer aid are independently generated so as to be appropriate to
the type of aircraft with probability 0.6. Thus, for example, a friendly air-
craft will be assigned to fly within a safe passage corridor with probability
0.6, whereas a hostile aircraft will be assigned to a safe passage corridor with
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probability 0.4. The Oextrag cue--not utilized by the computer aid, but avail-
able to S3 who learn it--is generated similarly, but is somewhat more reliable,
in that it is selected to favor the true aircraft type with probability 0.76.
This means, for instance, that a hostile aircraft will be positioned on the left
side of the screen (where the hostile base is located) with probability 0.76.

The simulation process utilizing 5 binary cues results, of course, in 32 pos-
sible cue combinations for any aircraft. Since the four cues available to the
computer aid are equivalent in diagnosticity, this can be represented more
simply as a combination of (1) the number of the four computer cues that favor

Shostile, and (2) the extra cue. This representation will be used throughout
this report. Schematically this is shown in the following table:

Diagnosticity of cue patterns involving extra cue

Probability of Cue Likelihood

Number of Computer Extra Cue Pattern If Aircraft Is Ratio of
Cues Favorini Hostile Favors Friend Hostle CuePatt

0 f 0.0985 0.0061 0.062
1 f 0.2627 0.0369 0.140
2 f 0.2627 0.0829 0.316
0 h 0.0311 0.0195 0.627
3 f 0.1167 0.0829 0.710
1 b 0.0829 0.1167 1.408
4 f 0.0195 0.0311 1.595
2 h 0.0829 0.2627 3.169
3 h 0.0369 0.2627 7.126
4 h 0.0061 0,0985 16.147

1.0 1.0

The optimal strategy in this context depends, of course, on the scoring system.
In this study, there was an equal penalty for either type of error-shooting
down a friend or failing to shoot a hostile. Therefore, the optimal decision
rule is to respond "hostile" in all cue patterns where the likelihood ratio
exceeds 1-i.e., for all patterns that are more likely under the assumption of a
hostile aircraft than under the assumption of a friendly aircraft.

" In the table, notice that the extra cue--available only to Sa (who must infer

it)--is sufficiently diagnostic to overwhelm all of the other four cues except
when they all agree. In other words, optimal performance by an S would corre-
spond to always responding according to the extra cue, unless A"l Xour of the
other cues favor the other aircraft classification.

A similar table has been calculated for the computer aid alone-i.e., for use of
the four cues without the extra cue:
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DiAgnosticity of cue Patterns without extra cue

Probability of Cue Likelihood
Number of Computer Pattern If Aircraft Is Ratio of

Cues Favoring Hostile Frind HostileC

0 .130 .023 .77
1 .346 .154 .445
2 .346 .346 1.000
3 .154 .346 2.247
4 .023 . 5.652

1.0 1.0

The optimal computer performance based on these four cues alone is to choose the
aircraft identification suggested by the majority of cues: if more than 2 cues
favor hostile, shoot; if fewer than 2 cues favor hostile, do not shoot; if 2
cues favor hostile, either response is equally likely to be correct.

Use of 5 cues rather than 4 will be an advantage in this task when the four
computer cues do not agree. Note, however, that since no cue or cue pattern is
perfectly associated with hostile or friendly, ID 'errors' would still be ex-
pected even by an optimally performing subject. Thus, we need to distinguish
between the theoretically appropriate or optimal response (the "best decision')

and the response which happens to be correct on a given occasion (a 'good
outcome"). An optimal response rule will produce fewer mistaken IDs on t
average (hence, a higher overall score) but will not be right every time.

The following table shows the optimal response for each pattern of cues and the
percentage of correct ID& that would result. These figures are given both for
the computer (which has access only to four cues) and for the total human-
computer system (which has access to four cues plus the extra cue). Asterisks
indicate conditions under which utilization of four cues plus the extra cue may
lead to a different ID decision from use of four cues alone.
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Impact of extra cue on optimal response and percent correct IDs

4 Cues Only 4 Cues Plus Extra Cue
Number of Computer Extra Cue Optimal % Optimal

Cues Favoring Hostile Favors_ R C Respons CorrectI

0 f f 94.13 f 94.13
1 f f 87.69 f 87.69
2 f - 50.00 fe 76.00
0 h f 61.52 f 61.52
3 f h 41.54 fe 58.46
1 h f 41.54 ht 58.46
4 f h 61.52 h 61.52
2 h - 50.00 h* 76.00
3 h h 87.69 h 87.69
4 h h 94.13 h 94.13

Note also that while use of the extra cue will help in cases of I cue pointing
one way and 3 cues the other, it helps more when 2 cues point each way (the case
of maximum ID conflict for the automated system).

3.2 IL Prototq e sear Z. -- Sftware ana

The prototype research system developed for this research program has been

designed for an IBM-PC microcomputer and programmed in C. This arrangement was
chosen as the least expensive means of supplying the needed computational power.
By using machines equipped with Intel 8087 coprocessors and the C language, the
software performs smoothly and with reserve capacity. Software development was
performed on an IBM PC/XT with 640KB of random-access memory and 8088/8087 dual
processors. Dual display cards were used to enable simultaneous control of both
a text display and a 640 by 200 pixel graphics display. By using the dual video
displays, the usual limitations of a low-resolution display were avoided, and a
form of viewporting or windowing was achieved.

The minimum configuration for uzjxg the current research program is as follows:

0 An IBM-PC or compatible microcomputer

* 128KB of RAM

, One diskette drive

* An IBM monochrome display card and monitor

* An IBM color-graphics display card and compatible monochrome or color

monitor

An Intel 8C87 coprocessor (which sells for less than $200) is highly recommended
in addition. Without the coprocessor chip, the code executes more slowly, and

*- although the same overall timing characteristics are preserved by the software
design, the frequency with which the displays are redrawn is reduced; under very
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high-load situations, a discontinuous motion of the aircraft begins to be
noticeable and annoying.

The software used for the pilot experiment is listed in Appendix B. It is
written in modular fashion, making good use of the principles of structured
programming. In particular, the graphics routines--those most likely to be
machine specific, or even display-card specific--utilize calls to assembly
language subroutines based on the European Graphic Kernal System (WKS). (See,
for example, Association for Computing Machinery, Inc., 1982.) By using this
approach, major future changes can be made with a minimum of revision to the
program. The graphics approach used, for example, permits all images to be
resealed by changing a few program constants; this means, for example, that a
higher-resolution adapter and display can be driven by the program for a few
hours of reprogramming effort.

3.3 Raults

Most of the trials in the experiment were necessary to produce an ecologically

valid set of stimuli which could be regarded as reasonably representative of the
air defense environment and from which subjects could learn the diagnostic
values of cues. The primary result of interest, however, has to do with the
handling by the human-computer system of those cases involving a high level of
ID cue conflict. Since we are interested to see which task allocation condi-
tions, if any, enable better integration and utilization of both computer and
human contributions to the problem, attention will focus below on the case of
two of the cues available to the computer pointing toward hostile and two
pointing toward friend.

3.3.1 mpArzi. on RL JA&a k Aj.1Qng cnotinn 2 .aA= pt Qt h 12D= co n-
fliet. The dependent variable is the appropriateness of the human-computer
system response to each aircraft--in this case, shooting when the extra cue
favors hostile and not otherwise. The data available consist of six scores per
subject: a score for both bigh and low loading in each of three task allocation
conditions (manual, screening, override). Each score is the number of appro-
priate responses out of 68 observations. Since there are 24 subjects, we have
almost 10,000 total observations.

The following table summarizes these data. It shows the percentage of responses
that were appropriate in each of the six conditions, averaged across subjects.
For each cell in the table, the highest achievable score is 100$. (A score of
100% would mean that all responses had conformed to the optimal decision rule
for the 2 vs. 2 cue conflict condition, i.e., to respond in the direction of the
extra cue. It does not mean that all responses would in fact have been correct
identifications.) Data for the computer conditions were derived analytically,
and reflect the 50% optimal response rate expected when there is no knowledge of
the extra cue. This rate is equivalent to chance performance. 50% reflects the
level of performance expected by chance alone in all cells of the table.
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Effect of task alocation and workload on human-comDuter system oerformance

Manual Screening Override Computer

Low

Load 74.6 72.2 71.7 50.0

HighLoad 61.3 70.9 64.5 50.0

Note: Entries are the mean percentage of system responses that were optimal,

across all subjects.

Note that the percentage correct responses is a linear function of the percent-
age 92DI±&l responses. Thus, although the analyses to be presented here are in
terms of optimal responses, the results would be essentially unchanged in an
analysis based on correct responses.

The next table (from which the first was derived) shows the actual number of
appropriate responses for each subject. The bottom rows of the table show the
mean number of optimal responses under each condition averaging across subjects;

the standard deviation of the number of optimal responses; and the results of a

statistical comparison of performance under the six experimental conditions with
the computer-only condition.
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Performance by individual subleets under conditions involving human ParticiPation

Subject
Low Load Hith Load

1 55 61 50 35 42 46
2 40 35 39 41 36 36
3 36 52 54 41 46 46
4 50 49 45 43 48 39
5 60 46 61 43 40 55
6 57 40 33 37 36 43
7 43 49 55 42 44 51
8 52 27 51 41 58 44
9 62 66 39 38 62 33

10 54 46 44 46 59 43
11 67 63 62 51 52 39
12 48 40 46 33 40 44
13 34 36 48 34 38 40
14 41 57 36 37 66 58
15 42 59 42 43 47 42
16 44 57 62 50 61 59
17 64 63 66 41 62 62
18 63 61 64 64 54 66
19 55 47 43 48 46 36
20 55 44 43 43 41 41
21 55 51 48 34 54 25
22 48 37 44 41 44 32
23 47 48 51 36 38 35
24 45 45 44 39 43 37

Mean 50.71 49.13 48.75 41.71 48.21 43.83

SD 9.04 10.28 9.12 6.78 9.23 10.15

ta 9.056 7.221 7.924 5.571 7.540 4.744

p.a C001 <.001 <.001 .001 <.001 <.001

Note: Entries are the number of system responses that were optimal out of a

maximum of 68 responses.

ak and p refer to comparison, in terms of mean number of optimal responses,

between conditions involving humans and computer-only condition. n=24 for all
conditi.ons.

The most salient observation regarding these data is the superiority of aU the
conditions in which human participation occurred in comparison to the computer-
only condition. Statistical comparisons (by means of Student' a ) were per-
formed in each of the six experimental conditions comparing the mean number of
appropriate responses with the 50% optimal response rate expected of the cor-
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puter algorithm (i.e., 34 optimal responses out of a maximum of 68). As shown
in the above table, all tests were significant at a level well over .001. Since
computer performance is optimal with respect to the four cues available to the
computer, the explanation for superior human performance (leaving aside the very
remote possibility of chance) must involve use by humans of the extra cue.
Subjects were successful in learning the value of the extra cue and in employing
that knowledge to improve overall user-computer performance.

This is confirmed by a closer examination of individual subject performance.
The next table shows the total number of optimal responses for each subject,
summing across the six workload and task allocation conditions. The number of
optimal responses expected by chance, i.e., without knowledge of the extra cue,
is 34 x 6 a 204. The z-score represents a normal approximation to the binomial,
and is used to test the hypothesis that the obtained totals were generated by a
chance process (i.e., without knowledge of the extra cue). For 22 out of 24
subjects that hypothesis can be rejected at a confidence level exceeding .001
(one-tailed). The lowest level of significance achieved is .012, for subject 2.

Comparison of Derformance by individual subjects with chance

Total
Subject Optimal

Resgensea Z- Boore -- R

1 289 8.416254 <.001

2 227 2.27734 .012
3 275 7.030048 <.001
4 274 6.931033 <.001
5 305 10.00049 <.001
6 246 4.15862 <.001
7 284 7.921181 <.001
8 273 6.832019 <.001
9 300 9.505 17 <.001

10 292 8.713299 <.001
11 334 12.87192 <.001
12 251 4.653694 <.001
13 230 2.574384 .005
11 295 9.010342 <.001
15 275 7.030048 <.001
16 333 12.7729 <.001
17 358 15.21827 <.001
18 372 16.6344118 <.001
19 275 7.030048 <.001
20 267 6.23793 <.001
21 267 6.23793 <.001
22 246 4.15862 <.001
23 255 5.0419753 <.001
24 253 4.851723 <.001

aEntriea are the number of system responses that were optimal out of a maximum

of 408 responses.
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The next step is to compare the six experimental conditions among themselves. A
two-factors repeated measures analysis of variance was performed on the data,
the results of which are summarized in the following table. The effect of task
allocation was not significant. However, the impact of workload was highly
significant (Y_(1,23) a 15.61) at a level exceeding .001, and the task alloca-
tion by workload interaction was also highly significant (Y(2,46) a 5.29) at a
level of .006.

Analysis of variance for maior factors

o e Sum of Aquares Men r F- . _

Allocation 2 187.0625 93.53125 1.3101416 >.25
Workload 1 880.125 880.125 15.60896 <.0010*

* Allocation x Workload 2 392.0313 196.0156 5.294706 .006"
Allocation x Subjects 16 3283.938 71.38995
Workload x Subjects 23 1296.875 56.38587
Allocation x Workload

x Subjects 46 1702.969 37.02106

To explore further the interaction between task allocation and workload, a
subsidiary analysis was performed. Separate ANOVAs were used to test the impact
of task allocation at each of the two levels of workload. The results are shown
in the following table. Task allocation had no effect at low workload, but had
a highly significant effect (F-(2,46) = 5.23) at the .006 level under high
workload.

Analysis of variance for low workload condition

of Sum of Sguares Man & re F-ratio ....-

Allocation 2 51.85938 25.92969 .4704 >.50
Allocation x Subjects 46 2668.11 58.00306

* naysis of variance for hgh workload condition

Aour Ar Sum of Squares M -r&J .IL_

Allocation 2 527.25 263.625 5.229865 .006*9
Allocation x Subjects 46 2318.75 50.40761
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In order to obtain a more detailed understanding of these data, a series of
contrasts involving paired comparison k-tests were carried out, as outlined
below.

* Question 1: Does high or low workload affect performance?

Manual Condition. The difference in scores between the high- and
low-workload conditions for each subject in the manual condition
were computed, and these 24 data elements were used to test the
null hypothesis that the mean of these numbers was zero. The L-
statistic was -4.87, with a (two-tailed) significance level of
over .001. Thus loading clearly affects performance under human-
only task allocation: performance is worse under high loading.

Override Condition. For the override condition a similar test
was carried out. Here the I-statistic was -2.41, with a signifi-
cance level of .026. It appears that, under the override condi-
tion as with the manual condition, high loading reduces perform-
ance.

Screening Condition. A similar test was performed on the data
for the subjects under screening. In this case the I-statistic
was exactly zero. There was, therefore, no evidence to reject

the hypothesis that under = condition performance was n
affected by loading level.

Question 2: Do the different task allocation conditions affect per-
formance?

Low Loading. Differences for each subject were computed between
the scores for each pair of conditions. The 1-statistics and
accompanying (two-tailed) significance levels were as follows:

screening - manual override - soreening override - manual

t: -0.71 -0.71 -1.29

p(two-tailed): .486 .486 .211

None of these tests achieves a significance level high enough to

reject the hypothesis that the mean is zero in each case. This
confirms our previous conclusion that under low loading perform-
ance is not affected by the task allocation conditions tested.

High Loading. Similar tests for the data from the high loading
cases gave the following results:
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screening- manual override - screening override - manual

t: 3.20 -1.898 1.102

p(two-tailed): .005 .074 .284

Under high loads system performance is worse under the manual
condition than under the screening condition. The evidence is
also strongly suggestive (although the significance level is only
.074) that performance under the override condition is worse than
under screening. Finally, however, we cannot reject the hypoth-
esis that performance under manual and override conditions is the
same.

These results fit a definite pattern: (1) at low levels of workload, the three
allocation conditions are equivalent; (2) high workload causes decrements in the
manual and override conditions, but has no effect on performance in the screen-
ing condition. 'Thus, performance under the conditions (manual/low-load),
(screening/low-load), (override/low-load), and (screening/high-load) are all the
same; but marked worsening in performance occurs under the two treatment combi-
nations (manual/high-load) and (override/high-load). The following table graph-
ically illustrates this pattern.

Decrements in oerformance due to workload under different task allocation conditions

Manual Screening Override

Low
Load

High
Load

Note: There were no significant differences among shaded cells.

The presence of this pattern was, finally, tested directly. We computed the
average performance under the four shaded conditions for each individual, and
subtracted the average performance under the other two conditions. For this

* data the I-statistic was 5.13-more significant than any other paired comparison
, we have considered above, at far above the .001 level. We conclude that under

manual and override conditions a real worsening of performance occurs under high
load, but that for the screening condition load does not affect performance
within the range tested.
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* Note on statistigal significanc: In all, 12 contrasts have been performed,
including the two subsidiary ANOYAs. The primary purpose of these tests has
been to explore patterns in the data, as a basis for further research; thus, the

* results have been reported in terms of the ordinary criteria of statistical
*significance. It should be noted, however, that a somewhat higher standard of

significance than usual would need to be applied to maintain a low overall error
rate. If the probability of obtaining one or more significant results by chance
across 12 orthogonal, planned comparisons is to be kept at 10% or less, the
criterion of significance for individual comparisons would have to be set at

* ca=.009 (cf., Myers, 1972; P.359). In fact, that standard would not affect the
main thrust of our conclusions: only the impact of workload in the override

* condition (at a significance level of Omerelyu .026) would be called into ques-
* tion. However, since the present set of comparisons is far from orthogonal,

a .009 criterion would be highly conservative. For example, if we estimate our
12 non-orthogonal comparisons as roughly equivalent to four orthogonal compari-
sons, the required criterion of significance drops to .026, and all comparisons
which we regarded as significant under the conventional criterion remain so.

3.3.2 Othe~r anlye Analyses have been performed on issues associated with
the stability of Ss behavior over the course of the six hours of data collection
per S. There are no significant differences between early and late trials in
each session or between Ss encountering the experimental conditions in different
orders.

*3.4 Cocuin

The results Of the pilot experiment support the following conclusions:

0 The ability of Ss to learn in a short time the usefulness of an ID
cue not utilized by the computer has been confirmed.

0 The ability of Ss to utilize information not processed by the computer
to improve system performance has been demonstrated.

0 Of the three interactive task allocation schemes compared in the
expe riment-- human operator making all ID decisions, human override of
computer decisions, and computer screening of decisions--the screening
approach led to a significant Improvement in performance when the
processing load was high.

*Final ly, and perhaps most important, the usefulness of this research paradigm
for the experimental testing of hypotheses regarding human-computer task alloca-
tion and for the evaluation of alternative task allocation systems has been
demonstrated.
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41.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR HUMAN-COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Presnt~ Results~

There has been a tendency in the design of increasingly sophisticated human-
*computer Systems to assign all possible tasks to the computer, leaving the human

operator with a smaller and smaller role. There are many reasons for this
trend, but a major one may be our lack of knowledge about how to design a system
which makes maximum simultaneous use of both the human and the computer. The
research reported here has amounted to a pilot demonstration of one way to

* generate the knowledge needed to identify task allocation design principles for
* complex human-computer systems.

* Within the air defense context used for demonstration, it is clear that major
human contributions center around human abilities to perceive patterns, to
learn, and to adapt over relatively short periods of time. Although the proto-
type representation of the air defense system employed here is much simpler than
any real system, the results suggest that some strategies for task allocation
will work better than others and that in some settings under high processing
loads neither fully manual nor fully automated systems work as well as a scheme
permitting some collaboration between the system's human and computer elements.

* Under low-workload conditions, and where the computer model in the ID task was
significantly incomplete, any of the three conditions involving human participa-
tion was superior to computer-only performance. However, at high workload this
advantage could only be maintained if the computer assisted the human in the
function of "allocating tasks,w i.e., by directing the user's attention to
subproblems where his contribution was most needed. In short, a complementarity
has been observed, in which the human helps the computer by learning and adapt-
ing to novel situations, and in which the computer helps the human by reducing
the size of the problem.

Although the results of this project must be regarded as tentative, they suggest
that provision of a capability for the operator to override computer decisions
is suboptimal when compared with methods which are more collaborative in nature.
Of the four very different task allocation systems tested, the only one which
enabled both the computer and the human operator to make maximum use of their

* respective contributions was one which utilized the high-speed capability of the
computer to process all aircraft according to its available (and programmed)

* information resources and then to signal the operator to attend to those air-
* craft it was unable to classify reliably.

While the importance of the role of a particular human operator in a complex and
* highly automated distributed or hierarchical system is not always easy to deter-

mine, in the case of more localized systems or in the case of breakdowns in the
* networking of distributed systems the ability for the hit-an operator to supply

information to the system and affect system behavior may become highly desirable
* or even essential.* The present pilot research has attempted to shed some light

on how that capability for human-machine interaction might best be achieved and
* to suggest the general direction of further research.

* 14.2 fIlk&= D1irection

*The present research is a first step toward (1) a more comprehensive set of
*guidelines for the design of person-compute" systems, and (2) the deveiopment of
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specific useful products and recommendations for Army air defense requirements.
An experimental testbed has been developed within which further progress can
take place on both of these fronts.

Successful design guidelines will eventually match properties of the task, user,
and computer-based model to appropriate schemes of ,ollaborative problem solv-
ing. We have addressed only a small subset of the relevant issues in this
research, but many others seem capable of elucidation by much the same approach.
Important questions that remain to be addressed include:

0 Lsarn"i . What are the limits of human ability to acquire and utilize
knowledge not in the computer, and in particular, to adapt rapidly in
dynamic environments? Experiments need to be conducted in which human
reliance on different cues is quantified in contexts where a variety
of rates of change in the relevance and diagnosticity of 8extraR cues
are simulated. Categorizations of cues and information processing
conditions are needed to enable us, eventually, to predict potential
human contributions to human-computer collaborative performance.

* Human and comnuter knowledge representations. Closer examination is
required of what is in fact learned when people learn about an *extra"
cue, i.e., how humans internally represent knowledge they acquire, the
compatibility of those representations with computer-driven displays,
and how those representations affect the human's ability to use what
they learn in human-computer collaboration. Experiments need to be
conducted which compare the "mental models" of successful and unsuc-
cessful users, and which vary the degree of match with computer-
presented displays.

* Cognitive task analySis. How should computer and human tasks be bro-
ken down as a prelude to task allocation? Can a methodology based on
hypotheses about component cognitive tasks (such as the 'elementary
information processes' of Newell and Simon, 1972) lead to an analysis
of performance that is more fine-grained and flexible than traditional
task analyses? What "elementary information processes" are critical
in human cognitive performance of the type that occurs in human-
computer problem solving?

* Suboptimal processes in inference and choice. What are the implica-
tions of biases and fallacies in human reasoning for person-computer
system design? For example, in the present research although the
'extra' cue was clearly learned, performance still fell far short of
the 1005 optimal response rate. Should this be attributed to short-
comings in comprehending the full relevance or importance of the extra
cue, and/or to problems in combining it with other information to draw
conclusions? Experiments are needed to clarify the ciroumstanoes under
which the human should serve merely as an additional "sensor' for the
computer system, and when the human should perform higher-level inte-
grative processes in parallel with or in place of the computer.

* Workload and attention. Does low workload lead to suboptimal perform-
ance that is comparable to decrements observed under high workloads?
Very little research has been done to analyze the degradation of
cognitive processes that takes place under conditions of diminished
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"vigilance.' Other important questions center on human strategies for
combining concurrent tasks and switching attention.

6 "Blending" han-computer ex~ertise. To what extent is the optimal
task allocation not a crisp delegation or tasks to either the human or
computer, but rather a more integrated blending of roles? For exam-
ple, the human (or computer) might take primary responsibility for a
task while the other monitors his (its) performance, intervening only
when certain conditions are fulfilled. The screening condition in the
present study is a first step toward exploring this concept.

- Experimental work to address these and other questions can be conducted in a
* framework similar to that developed in the present research. In addition, the
* similarity of the present experimental system to actual air defense environments

might be increased along several dimensions; for example,

* by restricting the availability of weapons, thus making ID and engage-
ment separate decisions;

0 by reducing feedback, thus more nearly approximating the current *fire
and forget" practice;

* by simulating adaptive enemy responses to air defense engagements; and

* by simulating breakdowns in the networks supplying information and
commands to the air defense unit.

At the same time, concrete design alternatives pertinent to Army systems cur-
- rently under development can be evaluated. The present research, as noted in
- Section 1.41, was inspired largely by design dilemmas arising in the development
- of the IHAWK air defense system toward a more automated configuration. The
* question of what to automate and what to leave in the hands of the operator is a

pointed one in the light of expressed dissatisfaction with aspects of the more
* fully-automated PATRIOT system, in conjunction with the inadequacy of largely
* manual air defense systems.

* The development and testing of design guidelines can and should be motivated by
- real-world problems. The result is, we expect, both a more valid set of general

guidelines and some very real, immediate benefits for those who must make design
choices in today's system development environment.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

The first part of each of the three experimental sessions for each S was devoted
to instruction and practice. Each S was first given a set of written instruc-
tions to read. Each set of instructions consisted of two booklets, one contain-
ing written instructions and the other containing three pairs of printouts of
the "radar" and text screens made at three different times. Other than combin-
ing the text and display printout booklets and reorienting the pages here for
the different binding, the instructions for the three sessions (corresponding to
the three task allocation conditions) are included as presented to Ss.

Note that "Condition 1.01 corresponds to the manual condition, "Condition 2.00
to the screening condition, and *Condition 3.0" to the override condition. The
printouts of screen displays in the booklets correspond most closely to the
practice session of 50 aircraft with a load set intermediate to the low- and
high-load conditions of the experimental sessions.

For a quicker reading of this material, it is possible to read only the fdnd_
JIM.~ i2Q.(sc~reeig.)& bokle&k, remembering that the other two conditions diLffer
either by showing all aircraft as unknowns (manual condition) or by responding
randomly as hostile or friend when 2 cues favor each (override condition).

All Ss were told not to rely on any of the illustrative aircraft classifications
made in the instructional material, that the illustrations were used only to
show how the displays and keyboard were to be Used.
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1.0 INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

The experiment you are about to take part in is one which may help us to under-

stand how people handle various kinds of information in making decisions.

Lur Basic Job

You will be the operator of a fictional air defense system and must decide which
of the aircraft approaching you are friendly and which are enemies. You will
see a wradar" picture of the territory you are responsible for covering, and--on
a second display screen--you will find a variety of information that, in addi-
tion to the radar display, will help you make decisions. Your job is to make
sure that as many enemy aircraft as possible are shot down and that as few
friendly aircraft as possible are shot down. You will be paid according to how
well you do this.

The first pair of displays in the display booklet includes an example on the
left of what the radar screen looks like. You are located at the bottom, where
the two straight lines come together. The whole pie-slice-shaped area is the
area your radar can see. An enemy airbase is located out of range of your
radar, off the top lef= of the screen; a friendly airbase is located out of
range of your radar, off the top rj-ght of the screen. At the bottom where you
are located, is a friendly town which you are trying to protect.

The RU'-shaped figures on the screen represent the locations of UNKNOWN air-
craft. These aircraft may be either friends or enemies. All aircraft will
appear at the top of the screen and move slowly toward you. All have the same
speed.

You have an unlimited supply of missiles which you can use to shoot down air-
craft. When an aircraft is selected for shooting before it reaches the second
dotted circle from you (as explained later), a missile will automatically be
fired at it when it reaches the second dotted circle, and it will be destroyed
and vanish from the screen when it reaches the dotted circle nearest you.

When aircraft reach the second dotted circle, enemies always begin to attack the
town, and friends, of course, do not. Although you will not "see' this with
your radar, the computer will then know which aircraft are friends and which are
enemies, and any mistakes you make (not shooting down an enemy, or shooting down
a friend) will be pointed out to you by the computer. This will be done by
having the aircraft symbol begin to flash on and off after it reaches the second
dotted circle. A flashing symbol means you have made an error.

TIM I Tjjj Frin f Hostile Aircraft

In today's experiment, there are a number of clues to help you tell a friend
from an enemy. On the radar screen itself you can see the locations of the
aircraft. From the radar screen you can see where the aircraft appear to be
coming from. In addition, the "wo A dotted lines are known as *safe
passage corridors.' These are the paths friendly pilots have been told to use
if possible when travelling through your area. Therefore, all other things
being equal, friendly aircraft are more likely to be travelling down these
dotted lines than are enemy aircraft.
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At the same time you watch the radar screen you must also watch a second screen
which will display additional information to help you make decisions. An exam-
pie of the second screen, recorded at the same time as the radar screen you have
been looking at, is shown to the right of the radar screen in the display
booklet. Most of the display is a table showing several kinds of information
for each aircraft.

On the left side are the Mmers for the aircraft shown on the screen at this
moment. The next three columns show information about the aircraft that will be
useful to you in making your decisions. These are called the ALTITUDE (UALTU),
the NIFF, u and the 9FRIUENCYN of each aircraft. What these really are makes no
difference here. Friends have been asked to fly through your zone at high
altitude, while enemies-preparing for attacks on the town--will usually be
flying lower. In the table, for example, aircraft number 1 is flying low
(1oN), while aircraft number 5 is flying high (uhil). On the basis of this one

*ue only, #1 looks like an enemy and #5 looks like a friend.

UIFFu is a signal generated by the aircraft in response to your signal to it.

The computer will show you whether this signal appears to be from a friendly
(KfN) or hostile (shm) aircraft. In the table, for example, aircraft number 1,

based on the IFF cue gny, looks like a Sriend, while #2 looks hostile.

Finally, the OFRQ column shows the frequency being used by radio transmissions
from the different aircraft. Friendlies usually use uhf frequencies and hoa-
tiles usually use vhf frequencies.

To summarize, you have the geographic information provided by the radar screen
plus four other cues:

IN DOTTED
CORRIDOR AUlR

* friend yes hi f uhf
hostile no lo h vhf

The above table shows the X ljk2jX observations you will make for a friend or
enemy on several cues. AM of these gu= arM gog ly reliahle. Friends

sometimes forget to follow the dotted lines and enemies sometimes happen to fly
down them; sometimes friends fly too low and enemies too high, and so on.
Nevertheless, if you use as many of the cues as you can, along with information
provided by the radar screen you can do a good, but not perfect, job of telling
friends from enemies.

• "Up until an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle from you, you can tell the

system that you believe an aircraft is an enemy by typing an aircraft number
followed by a Aarrj j return. On the radar screen shown before, the operator
(you) has typed the numbers 3, 4, and 8, each followed by a carriage return.
The oomputer indicates this by placing a six-sided figure around the aircraft
symbol. When these aircraft reach the lowest dotted circle they will be de-
stroyed. 'Other aircraft will not be shot at.
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If you make a mistake or change your mind, simply type the number again and the
screen symbol will change back. Incorrect numbers (numbers of aircraft not on
the screen) will be ignored.

You can type aircraft numbers until j.ijJ& befre they reach the second dotted
circle.

The second screen will indicate in the OPERATOR column, y-Q decision for each
aircraft on the screen. In the previous chart, the operator baa asked to shoot
aircraft 3, 4, and 8.

The column labeled SYSTEM is not used today.

kesla AS J[2= Score

When an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle, as shown in the second pair
of displays [3 & 4] in the display booket, its true identity becomes known to
the computer, and it will indicate on the second screen in the RESULT column if
your decision was right or wrong. At the same time, any aircraft- for which you
have done the wrong thing will begin to flash on and off. On the radar screen
shown, aircraft #2 is momentarily "off" in its flashing pattern. For each
aircraft you identify correctly, you receive one point, shown as your score in
the upper right-hand corner of the second screen. Just below your score will be
shown the total number of aircraft that have reached the second dotted circle so
far.

You will be paid six cents for each aircraft you correctly identify before the
experiment ends. No one will be paid less than four dollars per hour. A few
aircraft at the very end of the experiment will not count.

As aircraft are shot down or reach the bottom of the radar screen, they vanish.
On the second (tabular) screen, information about new targets appearing at the
top is written over information about the oldest targets. In other words, the
oldest lines on the second screen are replaced with information on the newest
aircraft. In this way a particular aircraft remains in the table only long
enough f or you to check the result bef ore it is replaced with a new line of

*information about a new aircraft. The third pair of displays [5, 6) shows how
the screens might look after aircraft 1 through 4I have gone on by or been
destroyed. Aircraft J4 has been destroyed, so is missing from the radar screen.
It is to be replaced in the next second or so on the second screen by inf orma-
tion on aircraft number 20.

Final Instructions

Please reread these instructions if anything is not clear and ask any questions
* you have before beginning. There will be a short practice session before we
* begin the actual experiment.*

*In order to do well you will need to pay attention to anything and everything

* that might help you maedecisions. Remember the general setting; the enew~ is
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off screen to the lft, and the friendly base is off-screen to the right.
Remember to notice who is in the ",Aa .aia" co.rdos.8 Remember to check
the aljtuj, IU, and friane of each target. By using all possible informa-
tion, you can do very well. A summary of information that can help you is given
on the next page for use now and during the experiment.

Remember too, some teats and days will be easier or harder than others.

A-
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SUMARY OF INFORMATION

Radar Screen

*Hostile Friendly
*Airbase irae

Safe Passage
Corridors for

Your Location

* Tabular Screen

Cues tend to be as follows:

ALT 1FF R

Friend hi f uhf

Hostile lo h vhf
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2.0 INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

The experiment you are about to take part in is one which may help us to under-
stand how people handle various kinds of information in making decisions.

* our Basie =

You will be the operator of a fictional air defense system and must decide which
of the aircraft approaching you are friendly and which are enemies. You will
see a wradar3 picture of the territory you are responsible for covering, and--on
a second display screen--you will find a variety of information that, in addi-
tion to the radar display, will help you make decisions. Your job is to make
sure that as many enemy aircraft as possible are shot down and that as few
friendly aircraft as possible are shot down. You will be paid according to how
well you do this.

The first pair of displays in the display booklet includes an example on the
left of what the radar screen looks like. You are located at the bottom, where
the two straight lines come together. The whole pie-slice-shaped area is the
area your radar can see. An eneay airbase is located out of range of your
radar, off the top left of the screen; a friendly airbase is located out of
range of your radar, off the top right of the screen. At the bottom where you
are located, is a friendly town which you are trying to protect.

The wUw-shaped figures on the screen represent the locations of UNKNOWN air-
craft. These aircraft may be either friends or enemies. The "+*-shaped figures
on the screen represent aircraft the computer aid has decided are n
friends. The 9'*-shaped figures represent aircraft the aid has decided are
probably hostile. The aid has made these decisions on the basis of how many of
four cues available to it (corridor, altitude, iff, and frequency) agree on
friend or hostile. Where it is unable to decide on the basis of these cues it
marks the aircraft with a "U." All aircraft will appear at the top of the
screen and move slowly toward you. All have the same speed.

You have an unlimited supply of missiles which you can use to shoot down air-
craft. When an aircraft is selected for shooting before it reaches the second
dotted circle from you (as explained later), a missile will automatically be
fired at it when it reaches the second dotted circle, and it will be destroyed
and vanish from the screen when it reaches the dotted circle nearest you.

When aircraft reach the second dotted circle, enemies always begin to attack the
town, and friends, of course, do not. Although you will not Ksee" this with
your radar, the computer will then know which aircraft are friends and which are
enemies, and any mistakes you make (not shooting down an enemy, or shooting down
a friend) will be pointed out to you by the computer. This will be done by
having the aircraft symbol begin to flash on and off after it reaches the second
dotted circle. A flashing symbol means you have made an error.

Z, oT lQM So Hostile Agraf t

In today's experiment, there are a number of clues to help you tell a friend
fro an enemy. On the radar screen itself you can see the locations of theairaraft. From the radar screen you can see where the aircraft appear to be
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coming from. In addition, the la AtrigU dotted lines are known as "safe
passage corridors.* These are the paths friendly pilots have been told to use
if possible when travelling through your area. Therefore, all other things
being equal, friendly aircraft are more likely to be travelling down these
dotted lines than are enemy aircraft.

At the same time you watch the radar screen you must also watch a second screen
which will display additional information to help you make decisions. An exam-
ple of the second screen, recorded at the same time as the radar screen you have
been looking at, is shown to the right of the radar screen in the display
booklet. Most of the display is a table showing several kinds of information

* for each aircraft.

On the left side are the numbe for the aircraft shown on the screen at this
moment. The next three columns show information about the aircraft that will be
useful to you in making your decisions. These are called the ALTITUDE ('ALT'),
the 'IFF,w and the IFREUENCYN of each aircraft. What these really-are makes no

*" difference here. Friends have been asked to fly through your zone at high
* altitude, while enemies--preparing for attacks on the town-will usually be

*. flying lower. In the table, for example, aircraft number I is flying low
("lo"), while aircraft number 3 is flying high ('hi'). On the basis of this on
cue only, #1 looks like an enemy and #3 looks like a friend.

"IFF' is a signal generated by the aircraft in response to your signal to it.

The computer will show you whether this signal appears to be from a friendly
(If') or hostile (sh') aircraft. In the table, for example, aircraft number 1,
based on the 1FF cue o looks like a Lriend, while #2 looks .jostile.

Finally, the 8FR w column shows the frequency being used by radio transmissions
from the different aircraft. Friendlies usually use uhf frequencies and hos-
tiles usually use vhf frequencies.

To summarize, you have the geographic information provided by the radar screen
plus four other cues:

IN DOTTEDCORRIDOI ALI jXY_ Mf

friend yes hi f uhf
hostile no lo h vhf

The above table shows the ms lki2.X observations you will make for a friend or
enemy on several cues. AiM o these cue rae n mp1n.enX .ziahl.. Friends
sometimes forget to follow the dotted lines and enemies sometimes happen to fly
down them; sometimes friends fly too low and enemies too high, and so on.
Nevertheless, if you use as many of the cues as you can, along with information
provided by the radar screen, you can do a good, but Dot perfect, job of telling
friends from enemies.

.ow Sohoot At Aircraft

Up until an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle from you, you can tell the
system if you disagree with its classifications (as unknown, friend, or hostile)
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by typing an aircraft nube followed by a carig reurn. On the radar screen
* shown before, the operator (you) has typed the numbers 1, 3, and 6, each

followed by a carriage return. The computer indicates this by placing a six-
sided figure around the aircraft symbol. Unknowns or friends will be reclassi-
fied as hostile, and hostiles will be reclassified as friends this way. Air-
craft identified as hotl will be destroyed when they reach the lowest dotted

* circle. Other aircraft will not be shot at.

If you make a mistake or change your mind, simply type the number again and the
* screen symbol will change back. Incorrect numbers (numbers of aircraft not on

the screen) will be ignored.

You can type aircraft numbers until _tgi befo~re they reach the second dotted
circle.

* The second screen will indicate in tbi OPERATOR column, .yguz decision for each
aircraft on the screen. In the previous chart, the operator has reversed the

* computer's identifications for aircraft 1, 3, and 6.

The column labeled SYSTEM shows the computer aid's recommended action--the
action that will be taken unless you change it.

ResltsA= Lj=Score

When an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle, as shown in the second pair
of displays L3 & 41 in the display booklet, its true identity becomes known to
the computer, and it will indicate on the second screen in the RESULT column if

* your decision was right or wrong. At the same time, any aircraft-for which you
* have done the wrong thing will begin to flash on and of f. For each aircraft you

identify correctly, you receive one point, shown as your score in the upper
right-hand corner of the second screen. Just below your score will be shown the
total number of aircraft that have reached the second dotted circle so far.

You will be paid six cents for each aircraft you correctly identify before the
* experiment ends. No one will be paid less than four dollars per hour. A few

aircraft at the very end of the experiment will not count.

_Q Jj aX2 nen

As aircraft are shot down or reach the bottom of the radar screen, they vanish.
On the second (tabular) screen, information about new targets appearing at the
top is written over information about the oldest targets. In other words, the

- oldest lines on the second screen are replaced with information on the newest
aircraft. In this way a particular aircraft remains in the table only long
enough for you to check the result before it is replaced with a new line of

* information about a new aircraft. The third pair of displays [5, 6) shows bow
the screens might look after aircraft 1 through 14 have gone on by or been
destroyed. Aircraft 6 has been destroyed, so is missing from the radar screen.
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fna Instructio

Please reread these instructions if anything is not clear and ask any questions
you have before beginning. There will be a short practice session before we

. begin the actual experiment.

In order to do well you will need to pay attention to anything and everything
that might help you make decisions. Remember the general setting: the enemy is
off screen to the left, and the friendly base is off-screen to the r.ght.
Remember to notice who is in the ",& passage P d ." Remember to check
the aliud, .IE and £qny of each target. By using all possible informa-
tion, you can do very well. A summary of information that can help you is given
on the next page for use now and during the experiment.

Remember too, some tests and days will be easier or harder than others.

A-16
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SUIIMARY OF INFORMATION

Radar Screen

Hostile Friendly

Airbase 
A irb as e

Safe Passage
Corridors for
Friends

Your Location

* Tabular Screen

Cues tend to be as follows:

ALT IFF R

Friend hi f uhf

Hostile lo h vhf
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3.0 INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

The experiment you are about to take part in is one which may help us to under-
stand how people handle various kinds of information in making decisions.

1ur kA±1 L

You will be the operator of a fictional air defense system and must decide which
of the aircraft approaching you are friendly and which are enemies. You will
see a Nradarw picture of the territory you are responsible for covering, and--on
a second display screen--you will find a variety of information that, in addi-
tion to the radar display, will help you make decisions. Your job is to make
sure that as many enemW aircraft as possible are shot down and that as few
friendly aircraft as possible are shot down. You will be paid according to how
well you do this.

The first pair of displays in the display booklet includes an example on the
left of what the radar screen looks like. You are located at the bottom, where
the two straight lines come together. The whole pie-slice-shaped area is the
area your radar can see. An enesW airbase is located out of range of your
radar, off the top left of the screen; a friendly airbase is located out of
range of your radar, off the top righ of the screen. At the bottom where you
are located, is a friendly town which you are trying to protect.

These aircraft may be either friends or enemies. The *+*-shaped figures on the
screen represent aircraft the computer aid has decided are probably friends.
The 8OW-shaped figures represent aircraft the aid has decided are probably
hostile. The aid has made these decisions on the basis of how many of four cues
available to it (corridor, altitude, iff, and frequency) agree on friend or
hostile. Where it is unable to decide on the basis of these cues it makes a
.ues ('flips a coin'). All aircraft will appear at the top of the screen and
move slowly toward you. All have the same speed.

You have an unljimitd supply of missiles which you can use to shoot down air-
craft. When an aircraft is selected for shooting before it reaches the second
dotted circle from you (as explained later), a missile will automatically be
fired at it when it reaches the second dotted circle, and it will be destroyed
and vanish from the screen when it reaches the dotted circle nearest you.

When aircraft reach the second dotted circle, enemies always begin to attack the
town, and friends, of course, do not. Although you will not 'see' this with

• iyour radar, the computer will then know which aircraft are friends and which are
* enemies, and &my mistakes you make (not shooting down an enemy, or shooting down

a friend) will be pointed out to you by the computer. This will be done by
having the aircraft symbol begin to flash on and off after it reaches the second
dotted circle. A flashing symbol means you have made an error.

AM I&l IS"ndl ZZ12ZU Z=MAQ211 Aircraft

In toaay's experiment, there are a number of clues to help you tell a friend
from an enemy. On the radar scoeen itself you can see the locations of the
airc. - t. From the radar screen you can see where the aircraft appear to be
oo i'rom. In addition, the I=o .AkcA1 dotted lines are known as 'safe
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passage corridors." These are the paths friendly pilots have been told to use
if possible when travelling through your area. Therefore, all other things
being equal, friendly aircraft are more likely to be travelling down these
dotted lines than are enemy aircraft.

At the same time you watch the radar screen you must also watch a second screen
which will display additional information to help you make decisions. An exam-
ple of the second screen, recorded at the same time as the radar screen you have
been looking at, is shown to the right of the radar screen in the display
booklet. Most of the display is a table showing several kinds of information
for each aircraft.

On the left side are the numbers for the aircraft shown on the screen at this
moment. The next three columns show information about the aircraft that will be
useful to you in making your decisions. These are called the ALTITUDE (NALTN),
the NIFF, N and the NFREUENCYN of each aircraft. What these really -are makes no
difference here. Friends have been asked to fly through your zone at high
altitude, while enemies--preparing for attacks on the town--will usually be
flying lower. In the table, for example, aircraft number 1 is flying low
("lo*), while aircraft number 6 is flying high ("hi*). On the basis of this on
ucue only, #1 looks like an enemy and #6 looks like a friend.

"IFF* is a signal generated by the aircraft in response to your signal to it.
The computer will show you whether this signal appears to be from a friendly

"" ("f") or hostile ("h") aircraft. In the table, for example, aircraft number 1,
based on the IFF cue 91" looks like a hostile, while #2 looks friedly.

Finally, the "FRQ" column shows the frequency being used by radio transmissions
from the different aircraft. Friendlies usually use uhf frequencies and hos-
tiles usually use vhf frequencies.

To summarize, you have the geographic information provided by the radar screen
plus four other cues:

IN DOTTED
C I AU ZEE MLZ

friend yes hi f uhf
hostile no lo h vhf

The above table shows the most .k observations you will make for a friend or
enemy on several cues. JOE 91 thes aU e are eOM212el reliale. Friends
sometimes forget to follow the dotted lines and enemies sometimes happen to fly
down them; sometimes friends fly too low and enemies too high, and so on.
Nevertheless, if you use as many of the cues as you can, along with information
provided by the radar screen, you can do a good, but not perfect, job of telling
friends from enemies.

Aow " Shoot At Air-rat

Up until an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle from you, you can tell the
system if you disagree with its classifications (as friend or hostile) by typing
an aircraft nube followed by a eardjge return. On the radar screen shown
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4 before, the operator (you) has typed the numbers It 41, and 5, each followed by
a carriage return. The computer indicates this by placing a six-sided figure
around the aircraft symbol. Friends will be reclassified as hostile, and hos-
tiles will be reclassified as friends this way. Aircraft identified as .hostile
will be destroyed when they reach the lowest dotted circle. Other aircraft will
not be shot at.

If you make a mistake or change your mind, simply type the number again and the
screen symbol will change back. Incorrect numbers (numbers of aircraft not on
the screen) will be ignored.

* You can type aircraft numbers until .ju,& befo~re they reach the second dotted
circle.

The second screen will indicate in the OPERATOR column, y=jz decision for each
aircraft on the screen. In the previous chart, the operator has reversed the
computer's identifications for aircraft 1, 4~, and 5.

The column labeled SYSTEM shows the computer aid's recommended action-the
action that will be taken unless you change it.

Reslt And~ )2= Score

When an aircraft reaches the second dotted circle, as shown in the second pair
of displays (3 & J4J in the display booklet, its true identity becomes known to

* the computer, and it will indicate on the second screen in the RESULT column if
your decision was right or wrong. At the same time, any aircraft- for which you

* have done the wrong thing will begin to flash on and off. For each aircraft you
* identify correctly, you receive one point, shown as your score in the upper
* right-hand corner of the second screen. Just below your score will be shown the
* total number of aircraft that have reached the second dotted circle so far.

PameAt

You will be paid six cents for each aircraft you correctly identify before the
experiment ends. No one will be paid less than four dollars per hour. A few
aircraft at the very end of the experiment will not count.

_ kl Q=Zg I&±L Scen

As aircraft are shot down or reach the bottom of the radar screen, they vanish.
* On the second (tabular) screen, information about new targets appearing at the

top is written over information about the oldest targets. In other words, the
oldest lines on the second screen are replaced with information on the newest
aircraft. In this way a particular aircraft remains in the table only long
enough for you to check the result before it is replaced with a new line of
information about a new aircraft. The third pair of displays [5, 6] shows how
the screens might look after aircraft 1 through 4I have gone on by or been
destroyed. Aircraft 9 is flashing, indicating an error. Aircraft 4~ has been
destroyed, so is missing from the radar screen. It is to be replaced in the
next second or so on the second screen by information on aircraft number 20.

A-2 6
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* £.inal.Instructions

Please reread these instructions if anything is not clear and ask any questions
you have before beginning. There will be a short practice session before we
begin the actual experiment.

In order to do well you will need to pay attention to anything and everything
that might help you make decisions. Remember the general setting: the enemy is
off screen to the l eft and the friendly base is off-screen to the r±ght.
Remember to notice who is in the .aft p n.v Remember to check
the a IM and S of each target. By using all possible informa-
tion, you can do very well. A summary of information that can help you is given
on the next page for use now and during the experiment.

Remember too, some tests and days will be easier or harder than others.
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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

Radar Screen

Hostile Friendly
*Airbase 

Airbase>

Safe Passage
Corridors for

Your Location

Tabular Screen

Cues tend to be as follows:

ALT 1FF R

Friend hi f uhf

Hostile lo h vhf
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APPENDIX B: SOFTWARE LISTING

Both the prototype research system software and the data analysis software are
written in C for the Lattice C-compiler for the Intel 8086 and MS-DOS operating
system (Version 2.0 or higher). They should compile, however, under most C-
compilers with only minor changes, if any. The primitive graphics subroutine
calls are to Intel 8086 assembly language routines developed by Media Cyberne-
tics, Inc. and supplied under their "Halo" trademark.

The prototype experiment program listing follows.

B-1
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PAGE 1 B:ARI.C

/ ari /
#include "stdio.ha
#define NTGTS 25 /9 # of simultaneously displayed tgts allowed 0/
#define NTRIALS 550 /# 1 of tgts generated 0/
#define MAXH 639 /0 max horiz coordinate 0/
#define MAXV 199 /* max.vert coordinate 0/
#define CENH 639/2 / x-coord of center 0/
#define CENV 199/2 /* y-coord of center 9/
#define ASP (5.0/12.0) / ((MAXV+1)/(MAXH+1))*(240/180) aspect of ellipse 0/

#define T 1
#define F 0
int score = 0; /0 cumulative score = #right 0/
int outof = 0; /t cumulative count of tgts having reached r-160 0/

double preast, prcue; /0 probability east & other cues correct 9/
nt expoond; /0 # of experimental condition:1-no aid, 2-aid screens, 3-no user*/
nt subject; /0 subject # 0/

int gaptime; /0 seconds between tgt appearances 0/

nt nblocks; /0 # blocks of 100 trials in experiment G/
double bspeed; /0 base speed factor 0/

double xspeed[14 , yapeed[14]; /0 component speeds for track 0, 1, ... 0/
nt xapp[14], yapp[l1]; /0 coords of appearance for ea track 0/

double hdgl14]; /0 heading in radians for ea track */
int ntgts; /0 max # of tgts on screen at once 0/

int scentime = 0; /* seconds into scenario I/
int nseq = 0; /0 next target to be added to screen 0/
int nerased = 0; /0 #tgte erased from screen so far 0/

struct stype { /0 scenario and experimental data structure 0/
mnt trueid, id, corr, iff, alt, cue4, east, track, engage, tengage;

) type[NTRIAL] ;
struct stgt {

nt num; /0 number used as tag 0/
nt *tag; /0 pointer to image of 2-digit target tag 0/

nt id; /0 id: friend (0), unknown, hostile 0/

nt *image; /0 pointer to image array 0/
nt time; /0 time last displayed in sec/lO0/

int x, y; /0 last coordinates 0/
double xd, yd; /0 last calculated coordinates 0/
double xspeed, yspeed;
int trueid, corr, iff, alt, cue4, east;
Int Inzone; /0 flag true if in bottom ring 0/

int erased; /0 flag true if within 80 of bottom 0/

int show; /0 flag: tgt still onscreen 0/
nt flash; /0 flash tgt 0/

int via; /0 tgt is visible 0/
nt engage; /0 flag: tgt is engaged 0/

int tengage; /* time subject entered tgt # in soentime (secs) 0/
int track; /0 track # (0-13) 0/

Stgt[NTGTS];
struct stag (

int tag[12J;
} bigtag[100];
int imameh(22], imageu[22], imagef[22], imagee[22], imageiL[22];
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PAGE 2 B:ABI.C

maitn(argc, argv)
int argo;
char fargvE];

int y, err,.zero =0, one u1, r, wide Bg8 high u12;

float asp = ASP;
static char fnameE] = Ub:sO0c~tOO aria.
FILE *fp, *fopeno;

if (argo I= 7) I
puta( '\n Error: usage requires 6 argument.w);
exit(1);

for (err a T; err a= T;)
puts("\nEnter the subject number.");
if (err z 1 In scanf(w%dO, &subject))

puts("\nUnrecognizable subject number... 83);
else

if (err a subject < 0 11 subject > 99)
puts('nNuuber must be between 0 & 99.3);

stco-i(argv[1J, &expcond);
x tcd.Ji(argv[2J, &r);
bspeed = ((double) r) / 10000.0;
stcdJ..(argvf 31, &gaptime);

proue z ((double) r) / 100.0;
stcd-i(argv[539 Wr;
preast = ((double) r) / 100.0;
stc&...(argv[6J,0 &nblocks);
if (nblocks) I

sprintf(fname + 3,R%2dw,subject);
if (subject < 10)

* fname[3J z '0';
fname[5j = u '
fname[6J a I*argv~lJ;
sprintf(fzname + 8, 0%2d*, gaptime);
if (gaptime < 10)

fname[8J z '0';
fname[10J a .=
if ((fp x fopen(fnaze, Or*)) I= NULL)

printf( 'Data file %a already exists. \n*, faue);

if ((rp a fopen(fnameg Ow)) arn NULL)
printf( 'Data file %a cannot be created. \nw, fname);

I exit(1);

initgraphics C one);
setasp(&asp);
setoolor(&one);
mettext(&one, Lone, &zero#&zero);
settextcjri one, Liero);
Init tour.. &owr, &one, &zero);
srand48( aubject+1 Oo*gaptime+1 0000*expoond) ; / initialize rn generator *
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PAGE 3 B:ARI.C

simulateo; /0 store simulated tgt sequence 0
gentgtso; I. display & store targets 0
dstato; I. display static image #/
ntgts = 1+(1480 -10)/(bspeedtgaptimeIOO0); /* #tgts on screen at once *
if (ntgta > NTGTS) I

printf( "MAIN: TOO MANY TARGETS");
exit(1);

runo;
initgrapkiCs(&zero);
inittcur(&one, &onep &zero);
settext(&high, &Wide, &zero, &zero);
settextclr(&one, &zero);
movtourabs(&zero, &(y=99));
text("Thank");
movtcurabs(&(wide=32), &(r=199));
text("youlu);
if (nblocks)

savedata(argc, argv, fp);
while (getcho) I= 1=1)

closegraphicso);

4B-
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PAGE 4i B:ALRI.C

3iMUlateO) /0 mnit type structure 0/

mnt blockk~startgend~i,t9sUM, need[2] [5] [2), count[2] [51 [23;
double p. a, sino, cos(), drandl8();
int *PC, *pn, class;

for (sum = 1 = 0; 1 < 2; 1++.)
for (k a 0; k < 2; k++) I

sum +2 (need~iJ [0] IQ = .5+100'.5'((i==kYpreast:(1-preast))#
prcue'prcue'prcue'prcue);

SUM +a (need~i] [13 [k] = .5+1000.50((i==k)?preast:(1-preast))4
A1prcue'proue'prcue*( 1-prcue));

sm+2 (need~i] [2] Ek] - .5+1000.5*((i==k)?preast;(1-preast))O
6*prcue'proue'( 1-prcue)'( 1-prcue));

sUM +2 (need[iJ (33 [k] = .5+100'.5'((i==k)?preast:(1-preast))4
4'prcue'( 1-prcue)'( 1-proue)'( 1-prcue));

SUM +a (need~i] [4I] [k] = .5+100'.5*((i==k)?preast:(l-preast))#
(1-prcu.)'( 1-prcue)'( 1-prcue)'( 1-prcue));

if (sum I= 100)
printf("Error: input probabilities do not round to integers. U);

exit(1);

for (block a 0; block <z nblocka+1; block++)
start zblock ? 25 + (block-i) * 100 :0;
end = block ? start + 99 : 24;
end x (block am nblocks+1) ? start + 24 : end;
if (end >= NTRIALS)

printf(*Too many trials requested.");
exit (1);

for (pc a &count(0](0J[0J, pn &need[0](0J[0], 1 0; 1 < 20;
pc+, pn++, i++.)
*PC = pn;

for (i astart; i <= end;)
type[iJ.trueid a drand148() < 0.5;
p z (type~i].trueid) 2 preue : 1.0 -proue;

'.4 typeliJ.corr a drandil8() < p;
type[i].iff = drand48() < p;
type[i].alt z dz'and48() < p;
tye~icue4l z drandiI8( < p;
p a (type~iJ.trusid) ? preast :1.0 -preast;
type~iJ.east x drand48() < p;
clas (type~i].oorr In type[i].trueid) +

V (type~i].iff In type[i].trueid) +
(type~i].alt In type[i].trueid) +
(type[i].oue4 In type~iJ.trueid);

if (count~type~iJ.trueidj [class] Etype[i].east]) I
--count~tYPe~iJ.trueid] [class] (typ.Lil.east];
if (expcond an 1)

type[iJ.id = 1;
else

if (class < 2)
typ.(i].id - 2 0 type Ei .truemd;

else if (class > 2)
typ*Eil.id z 2'# Itypeli].trueid;
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else
typetij.id =1;

if (ezpcond ccn 3 && class ==2)
tye~iJ-id = 2 0 (drandl8(<0.5);

t =drald148() *6.0;
t += t > 2;
type[il.track =type[iJ.corr ? (type~iJ.east ?

t+7 : t) : (type[i].east ? 10 : 3);
if (typeL±J.track > 13 11 type[iJ-track < W)
printf(*Error in simulate: %dw,t);
exit(l);

for (isOp a=0.920796326; ± < aizeof(hdg)/sizeof(hdg[0J); i+.., a+=0.1)
xapp[i] 319 + 4~60 cos(a);
yapp[i] = 199 - 4~60 ASP 0 sin(a);
hdg[iJ = a + 3.141159265;
xspeedL±J = bspeed # cos(kadg~iJ);
yspeed~ij x bapeei 0 sin(hdgiJI-3.111159265) *ASP;
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gentgts() /0 d13play &store tgts 0

int it X, yt Mode a 3;
int homex *CENH + 1, homey = CENY + 1, PO0 0, ml =-1, pi 1;
int tgtx =homex + 23, tgty z homey o+ 11;
char 3tring[5];

movabs( &(x7ehkomex), &(y=2+homey) );/* unknown 0
do, do, do, rdo, do, rdo, ro, rdo, ro, ro;
ruo, ro, ruo, uo, ruo, uo, u();
movefrouC &homex,, ahomeyq &tgtx, &tgty, iuageu )
moveto( Ahomex, &homey, imageu, tmode );
movabs( &(xa12+kiomex), &(yahomey+2) );/* hostile 0/
rdop ro, rdo, r(), rdo, ro, rdo, ro;
1(), Idol 1(), Idol 1)t Idol 10), IdO;
luO, 10, lu(), 10, lu(), 10, 1u0,t 10;
ro, ruo, ro, ru(), ro, ruot ro, ruo;
movefrom( &homex, &homey, &tgtx, &tgty, iznageh )
inoveto( &homex, &homey, imageb, &mode )
movabs( &(x=12+homex), &(y=3+homey) );/* friendly 0
lnrel( &p0, &(y=6) );
fovabs( &(x=6,homex), &(y=6+homey) )
lnrel( &(x=12), &pO )
movefrouC &homex, &homey, &tgtx, &tgty, imagef )
moveto( &homex, &homey, imagef, &mode )
movabs( &(xz=6+homex), &(ya1+homey) )/45 engaged modifier *
lnrel( &(x=12), &p0 )
lnrel( 4(x=5), &x );
lnre1( &(x=-5), &(y=5) )
lnrel( &(x=-12), &p0 )
lnrel( &Y, &(y=-5) )
InreiC &(x=5), &y )
movefrom( &homex, &homey, &tgtx, &tgty, imagee )
moveto( &homex, &homeyq imagee, &mode );/* erase 0
movefroaC &houex, &homey, &tgtr, &tgty, imagei );/* invisible 0
moytourabs( &homexq &(yrhomey+7)); /0 generate numeric tags 0
x a homex + 15* y z homey + 7;
movefrom(&homex,&homey,&x,&y, bigtag[l0].tag); /0 invisible tag 0
for (i=1; i < 100; 1++.)1

stcL~d(string, i9 4i);
movtourabs( &homex, &y);
text(string);

* x = homex + 15, y u homey + 7;
moverro.( &homex, &homey, &x, &y ,bigtag~i] .tag);
moveto( &homex, &homey, bigtag~iJ.tag, &mode);

deltouro;
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* dstat()

int color 1, cenx =CENH, ceny CENY, zero 0, maxx=639, maxY=199;
int r, xv Y;
float angi, ang,2;

spa33s); /* display safe passage corridor 0/
movabs(&zero, &(y=50)); /9 display screen border 0

lnabs(&cenx, &maxy);
lnabs(&maxx, &y);
movabs(&cenx, &maxy); /0 display range rings 0

angl 0.84107;
ang2 = 2.3005;
r = 80;
arcdotted((double) r, angi, ang2);
r = 160;
arcdotted((double) r, angi, ang2);
r =320;
arcdotted((double) r, angi, ang2);
r = 480;
movabs(&cenx,&maxy);
arc(&r, &angl, &ang2);

aredotted(r, angi, ang2) /* display a dotted arc between angl & ang2 0

*1 double r, angl, ang2;
I

nt x, Y;
double ang, a, sinG), a, coso), atano;

Z ang = atan((5.0/ASP)/r);/* ang which changes y by 5 dots at horiLzont 0/

for (a=1.570796+ang/2.O; a~ang2; a +=arig)
ptabs( &(x=O.5+cos(a)Or+319.0), &(y=0.5+MAXV-sin(a)*rOASP) )
ptabs( &(x=639-x), &Y);

9B:
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spass() /* display safe passage corridors 0/L
int xli, xlr, ylr, x2l, x2r, y2r, mode = 3;
double a, sino, coso;

setlnstyle(&mode); / dashed line mode 1/

a = 1.220796; /* angle defining center of right corridor */
xll = 638 - (xlr = cos(a) * 160 + 319);
ylr = 199 - sin(a) 0 160 * ASP;
movabs(&xlr, &ylr);
x21 = 638 - (x2r = 319 + cos(a) * 480);
y2r = 199 - sin(a) * 480 * ASP;
Inabs(&x2r,&y2r); /* draw right-hand corridor 0/
movabs(&xll,&ylr);

lnabs(&x21,&y2r); /0 draw left-hand corridor G/
setlnstyle(&(mode=1));

%
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run() /* run a scenario *

mnt i, tnew;
mnt t; /0 most recent clock time in secs #/

for (i=0; i~ntgta; i++)
tgt~i) .show=F;

clearscO); /* clear text screen 0/
Puts(WNO.L ALT IFF FRQ I SYSTEM OPERATOR RESULT");
PcvscP(0,75);
putaC "SCOREN);
Pcvs-P( 1 ,79);
put3(*O");
POvscp(3,74);
Puts(HOUT OF");
POv30p( 14,79);
puts(*O*);
nseq = 0; /0 global counter 0
t = getSeC30;
whlile (nseq<50 + 100 0nblocks) f

if (nseq 0 gaptime <= scentime)
addtgto;

if (pckcbk )
chkengageo;

scentime += C(tnew =getsec3()) < t) 7 tnew +60 -t tnew t;t = tnew;
for (1=0; i~ntgt3; i...)

if (tgt[il.3how)
skiowtgt(i);
chkzone(i);

clearsc() /0 clear text screen 0

pcvscp(0, 0);
pcvwc(800 25,
PCV3cp(0, 0);

B-11
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addtgt() /0 update tgt structure *

int i, t, a, b;
static int mode =3;

± nseq % ntgts;
tgt~i].tag =bigtag[ tgt[i.um =1 + (nseq 599) ].tag;
tgt[i].trueid =type[neq.trueltd;
tgt~i].corr typet~nzeq).corr;
tgtfil.iff type(nseql.iff;

N, tgt±il.altt type~aseq].alt;
tgt[i].cue4 =type[nseq).cue4;
tgt(±J.east = type[nseq).east;
tgtf±J.id =type~nseqj.±d;
if (tgt[11.Id)

ele tgt[Iimrage = (tgt[II.Id ==1) ? ±mageu ;imageb;

tgt~i).±mage =iniagef;
t =tgt~i].track = type[nseq).track;
tgtl.xspeel = xpeedtt];
tgt[II.yapeed =yspeedtt];
tgt[i].xd =tgt[iJ.x = xapp~t);

tgt~i.sow ztgtli3.vi3 = T;
tgt~i].time = gettimeo;
tgt~i].flash = tgt[i).inzone =tgtti).erased tgtli).engage =F;
tgt[±).tengage = -1;
a = xapp~t] - 12;
b =yapp~t] - 6;
moveto(&a, &b, tgt~ij~image, &mode);
moveto(&(a += 224)t &b, tgt~ij.tag, &mode);
addtext(l); I. add tgt to text screen 0/
flseq4+;

I
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addtext(t) /* add tgt~i] to text screen G/
int t;

static char col =0;
static Char ctl[] 0%2d I%3 %S %3 %s
char row = t + 1;
static struct sibi

char #alt;
char *±ff;
char Ocuel;
char #id;

l bli] =(
* his, 'fwt 'uhf', v hold" )
pl'ow, Pb' "htvhf', a ?

X3 W, aU at oshoot')

pcvecp(row, col);
printf(ctl, tgt[tJ.num, lbl[tgt[tJ.alt].alt, lbl[tgt[t].iff].iff

,lbl~tgt~t].cue].cuel, lbl~tgt[tl.id].id);

double distance(i) /0 return double precision dist of tgt #i from subject 0/
int i;

double sqrto, x, y;

X = 319-tgt~iJ.x;
y =((double) 199-tgtti].y)/ASP;
return(sqrt (xx + y~y) )
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ctikzone(i) /6 check whether tgt has crossed bottom ring '
*int i; /* tgt##/

double distanceo, d;
int a, b, a;
static int mode = 3;

if C(d = distance~i)) <= 160)
if Cltgt[i].inzoie) (

tgt[i].inzone T;
type~nerazed].engage = tgt~i].engage; /* save data 6
typelnerased++] .tengage = tgt[i] .tengage;
if (tgt~iJ.trueid)

ele a = tgtfi].engage I= (tgt~i].id =z2);

a = tgt[iJ.engage == Ctgt[iJ.id 2);
Pcvscp~i + 1, 110);
puts~s ? wright" : 3wrong");
score += a;
PovscP(1, 77);
printf(*%3d", score);
pcvscp(1, 77);
printf C %3dw,.,..utof);
tgt~ij-flash =Is;

else if (d <= 80 && Itgt~iJberased)
tgt~iJ.erased = T; /* in innermost zone 6
if (Ctgt[i].id == 2) I= tgt~i].engage)

a = tgt~il.x - 12;
b = tgt~iJ.y - 6;
if Ctgtci].vis)

moveto(&a, &b, tgt[i].image, &mode);
if (tgt[ iJ.engage)

moveto(&a, &b, imagee, &mode);
movetoC&(a+2), &b, tgt~i).tag, &mode);
tgt~i].show = F;

else if (d <= 15)
tgt[iJ.show =F;
a =tgt~i].x - 12;
b = tgt[i].y - 6;

* if (tgtci].vis)
* moveto(&a, &b, tgt[iJ.inage, &.ode);

4 if (tgt~iJ.eagage)
4 movetoC&a, &b, imagee, &mode);

moveto(&(a+=211), &b, tgt[iJ.tag, &mode);
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skiowtgt( 1)
imt 1; /0 tgt # 0/

int mode;
iut X, Y, t, a, b, c;
double interval;

mode a 3;
t = gettmmeO);
interval a t < tgt[i].tiue ? t+6000-tgt~i].time :t-tgt~iJ.time;
tgt~i].time = t
c = 24+ (a m-12 o+ tgt~il.x);
b a -6 + tgt[iJ.y;
x = tgt~iJ.xd += tgt[iJ.xspeed * interval;
y = tgt~iJ.yd += tgt~i].yspeed 9 interval;
if (tgt~i].vis)

moveto(&a, &b, tgt~iJ.image, &mode); /6 erase via tgt G/
moveto(&c, &b, tgt~i].tag, &mode);
it (tgt[i].engage)

moveto(&a, &b, imagee, &mode);
a = 24+ (a = -12 +. (tgt[i].x X)
b z-6 + (tgt[iJ.y =y)
If (Itgt[i].laa 11 (tgt[mJ.vI3 = ltgt[IJ.Vja))

* moveto(&a, &b, tgt[±J.image, &mzode);
moveto(&c, &b, tgt[iJ.tag, &mode);
if (tgt~i].engage)

moveto(&a, &b, imagee, &mode);

* chkengage() /6 check for keyboard input at tgt number 6

static int mode = 3;
int t, i, a, b;

while ((t m gettgto) I= -1) j
*~ i =0;

while(tgt[i3.nwum=t && i~ntgt3s)

if (I < ntgts)
it (ltgtfi].inzone && tgtji].show)

tgtti].engage r Itgt~iJ.engage;
tgtfij-tengage =soentime;
a = tgt[iJ.x - 12;
b =tgt~i].y - 6;
moveto(&a, &b, imagee, &mode);
PcvacP(i + 1, 30);
puta(((tgtti.id-2) == tgt~ij.engage) ?

hold" " Shoot");
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gettime() /0return the time in secs/100 0
( /0 recycles every minutel 0 /
int g, *pg;
double gtimeo), gg;

gg =gtimeo;
pg =(mnt 0) &gg;
g = pg + 3;
return(100 * (g >> 8) + (g & 0177));

getsecs() /4 return the time in seconds 0

mnt go *pg;
double gtimeop gg;

gg xgtimeo;
pg =(mnt 0) &gg;
g = Opg +o 3;
return(g >> 8);

gettgt() /0 checks for keypress & returns numeric 0
{ /0 value of last digit sequence when CR 0/
static mnt tgtnum, old;
mnt ascii;

if (pckcbk()) I /0 from smorgasbord--forces level 0 io 0/
ascii = pckrc() & 0377;

/0 if (ascii == 10t) (
* setgprint(&(ascii = 1));

gprinto;
getcho; /0 pause so mono screen can be dumped 0

if (ascii 1= 13) {
if (ascii < 101 11 ascii > '9')

tgtnum = 0;
else

tgtnum:= tgtnum 010 + ascii - '0';
return(-I);

old = tgtnum;
tgtnum= 0;
return(old);

return(-1);
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savedata(argc, argv, fp) /0 write experimental data to .ari file 0/
int arge;)
char fargv[J;
FILE *fp;

int i;

fprintf(fp, 9%2dur subject);
for (i = 1; 1 < arge; i++.)

fprintf(fp, 0 %a"# argvf±]);
tprintf(p, " %3d %3d\nU, score, outof);
for (i z 25; ± < nblooks*100 + 25; 1..-.)

fprintf(fpp *%3d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %2d %d %3d\nU, 1-24,
typefi].trueidl type~i].id, typeti].oorr, typefi].iff,
tYpe[iJ.alt, type~iJ.cue4, type[II.east, type~ij.track,
tYPe(±J-engage, type~i].engage? type~i].tengage-illgaptiae :0);

rolose(fp);
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